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QUALITY
with tradition
The company MOTIP DUPLI can look back on a long history, stretching back to 1946. It was in 
this year, in Switzerland, that company founder Kurt Vogelsang introduced the spray can to the 
European market, laying the foundations for a continuous, long-lasting success story. Today, after 
more than seven decades of existence, what was once a tiny operation has become Europe’s 
number one for spray paint and touch-up pens, with three manufacturing sites and 11 subsidiary 
companies. 

In 2019, more than 138.5 million spray cans, 4 million touch-up pens and 1,600 tonnes of filler 
were produced. This includes the products in the Colormark range – professional marking sprays.  

The high quality standards are upheld by certified production processes designed in accordance 
with DIN EN ISO 9001, 14001 and 50001. In the company’s Hassmersheim factory, regular invest-
ment in modernisation of the systems, qualified training sessions for employees and user-orientated 
production concepts constitute the basis for strong growth.
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For many years now, the high-quality marking concept COLORMARK has been providing sprays to meet 
the most challenging requirements and a range of application areas. Whether for construction site, road or 
event markings – COLORMARK has the right product for your desired purpose. 

And simplified icons on the label help professional users quickly identify what they need. The most impor-
tant characteristics of the respective marking sprays are therefore available at a glance. 

What’s more, a colour-coding scheme ensures the various marking 
sprays, such as Spotmarker, Linemarker, Ecomarker and Allroundmark-
er, are easier to differentiate from one another. The colours available 
in the respective product range are also shown on the label, making 
reordering easier.

COLORMARK
Marking spray
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TOP COVERAGE
Coverage for a can of COLORMARK  
Allroundmarker, depending on spray-
ing distance and coating thickness.

TOP COVERAGE
Coverage for a can of COLORMARK
Spotmarker, depending on spraying 
distance and coating thickness.

SPEEDLINER-COMPATIBLE
Coverage for a can of COLORMARK 
Linemarker in the Speedliner marking 
cart, depending on spraying distance and 
coating thickness.

360° APPLICATION
The 360° valve on the COLORMARK All-
roundmarker enables all-around markings 
in all positions and directions.

SELF-CLEANING
Venting of the marking spray after use not 
necessary. 100% guarantee spray valve 
empties.

TOP COVERING POWER
Highest coverage power of the non-fluores-

cent colours.

CLEAN EDGES
The Linemarker’s valve and spraying sys-

tem guarantees clean, sharp edges when 
marking, with minimum spray mist.

TOP LUMINOSITY
The fluorescent colours are intensely 
luminous due to the specially selected, 
high-dose luminous pigments.

EASY TOUCH SYSTEM
User-friendly handling thanks to the 
patented one-handed safety cap with 
lockable spray trigger.

ECOLOGICAL
Especially environmentally friendly
chalk-based marking spray containing 
ingredients not harmful to plants.

EXTREMELY QUICK 
DRYING
Extremely quick drying time, 
fully resilient after 24 hours.

FOR INDOOR AND OUT-
DOOR USE
Suitable for indoor and outdoor use.

VERY HIGH RESILIENCE
For markings which demand the very 
highest levels of resilience.

LIGHT AND  
WEATHER-RESISTANT
Especially durable, wear-resistant special 
marking spray, for long-lasting safety 
markings.

TOP COVERAGE
Coverage for a can of COLORMARK
Ecomarker, depending on spraying 
distance and coating thickness.
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EXPLANATION OF ICONS
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General
The surface to be marked must be clean. The substrate can be damp, but not wet, and unevenness affects the 
appearance of the marking. To ensure clean-edged results, we recommend masking the area to be marked.

After applying a quick first pass to serve as a base coat, apply a second and possibly third coat, to slowly build 
up to the desired coating thickness. 

What must you bear in mind?
The process of applying markings where people’s safety is a factor must always be carried out in accordance 
with regulations on the prevention of accidents, occupational safety and transport. 

Different substrates
Concrete: Waiting time of around three to four weeks before applying markings to new concrete floors.*
Tar, asphalt: Waiting time of around 15 days before applying markings to new asphalt.*
Synthetic floors (for example warehouses, sports halls, workshops): Due to the large number of possible 
materials (plastic, varnish, PVC), incompatibilities can result. Before applying the markings, spray a test area in 
an inconspicuous place.
* All details are approximate values, and apply to the period until marking works are possible.

Construction site markings
The Spotmarker and Allroundmarker have been designed for use on various substrates. They achieve a good 
bond to asphalt, concrete, brickwork, plaster, earth, gravel and many other substrates (including moist sub-
strates).

Line marking
The Linemarker products are especially suitable for marking parking spaces, workshops, warehouses, open 
spaces and industrial facilities, but also playgrounds and sports grounds.

Coverage
Spotmarker:  250 to 300 m
Allroundmarker:  up to 400 m
Ecomarker: 500 ml up to 260 m, 750 ml up to 390 m
Linemarker:  500 ml up to 40 m (spray width 10 cm), 750 ml up to 60 m (spray width 10 cm)
2K Linemarker:  up to 30 m (spray width 10 cm)

Quality and development
Not without reason is the MOTIP DUPLI Group Europe’s number one for spray paints and touch-up pens. 
Our high quality standards are guaranteed by certified production processes designed in accordance with 
DIN EN ISO 9001, 14001 and 50001, securing for our customers consistent product benefits. 
Continuous product improvements, orientated to environmental and user requirements, are reflected in the 
company’s success.

HOW TO – Tips for marking
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SPOTMARKER 
Knowhow for a 
wide range for markings 
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Item no Description Container EAN

201479 Spotmarker Fluo, fluorescent pink 500 ml

201486 Spotmarker Fluo, fluorescent red 500 ml

201493 Spotmarker Fluo, fluorescent orange 500 ml

201509 Spotmarker Fluo, fluorescent yellow* 500 ml

201516 Spotmarker Fluo, fluorescent green 500 ml

201523 Spotmarker Fluo, fluorescent blue 500 ml

Characteristics
- Professional, precise wall and floor markings thanks to special tilting valve
- Can be used on lots of substrates (asphalt, concrete, brickwork, plaster, wood, earth and many more)
- Patented one-handed safety cap with lockable spray trigger
- Easy-touch spraying
- No paint-stained fingers
- Outstanding bond, even on damp substrates 
- Depending on the condition and colour of the substrate, 500 ml can cover up to around 250–300 m
- Reliable spraying down to -20°C
- 100% guarantee spray valve empties
- No venting of the marking spray required after use (self-cleaning valve)
- Intense, lasting luminosity (10–12 months)
- Environmentally friendly and not injurious to health

Notes on use
Easy to apply, even when wearing gloves, thanks to one-handed safety cap. 
The colour pigments contained are easily shaken up, even after a longer storage period. 
Dust-dry after 10 minutes, completely dry and ready for recoating after 24 hours.

Very highest visibility levels, for greater safety
The Fluo Spotmarker’s ideal usage conditions are anywhere where increased visibility is required, even under the most 
challenging working conditions. Due to the increased proportion of fluorescent paint components, the sprays are easily 
noticed and are irreplaceable for structural and civil engineering works and road construction, as well as surveying 
works carried out by municipalities or industry.

9

* Perfect for light-coloured substrates

SPOTMARKER  
FLUO 

Tip:
Even marking sprays with 
a safety cap can be used 
with marking accessories. 

See pages 22–23.
3 min

Technical data sheet
Spotmarker 
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Item no Description Container     EAN

201554 Spotmarker non-fluo, white 500 ml

201547 Spotmarker non-fluo, yellow 500 ml

201530 Spotmarker non-fluo, red 500 ml

201561 Spotmarker non-fluo, black 500 ml

410987 Spotmarker non-fluo, purple 500 ml

410970 Spotmarker non-fluo, brown 500 ml

Characteristics
- Professional, precise wall and floor markings thanks to special tilting valve
- Can be used on lots of substrates (asphalt, concrete, brickwork, plaster, wood, earth and many more)
- Patented one-handed safety cap with lockable spray trigger
- Easy-touch spraying
- No paint-stained fingers
- Outstanding bond, even on damp substrates 
- Depending on the condition and colour of the substrate, 500 ml can cover up to around 250–300 m
- Reliable spraying down to -20°C
- 100% guarantee spray valve empties
- No venting of the marking spray required after use (self-cleaning valve)
- Wear-resistant, water-resistant markings for up to 9 months
- Environmentally friendly and not injurious to health

Notes on use
Easy to apply, even when wearing gloves, thanks to one-handed safety cap. The colour pigments 
contained are easily shaken up, even after a longer storage period. Dust-dry after 10 minutes, 
completely dry and ready for recoating after 24 hours.

Reliable and economical
Professional construction site marking for use in structural or civil engineering works, building sites and road construc-
tion. 
Can also be used in tunnels and mining works. 
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SPOTMARKER  
NON-FLUO 

3 min

Tip:
The black marking spray 

can also be used as a cor-
rection spray for removing 
luminous markings on tar.

Technical data sheet
Spotmarker 
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Item no Description Container EAN

201585 Allroundmarker Fluo, fluorescent pink 500 ml

201615 Allroundmarker Fluo, fluorescent yellow 500 ml

201608 Allroundmarker Fluo, fluorescent orange 500 ml

201592 Allroundmarker Fluo, fluorescent red 500 ml

257650 Allroundmarker Fluo, fluorescent green 500 ml

201622 Allroundmarker Fluo, fluorescent blue 500 ml

278280 Allroundmarker, black 500 ml

13

Characteristics
- Professional, precise wall, ceiling and floor markings
- 360° valve for all-around marking
- Can be used on almost all substrates
- Robust one-handed safety cap 
- High coverage and economical
- No paint-stained fingers
- Outstanding bond, even on damp substrates 
- Depending on the condition and colour of the substrate, 500 ml can cover up to 400 m
- Reliable spraying down to -20°C
- 100% guarantee spray valve empties
- No venting of the marking spray required after use (self-cleaning valve)
- Markings remain vibrantly visible for 9–12 months
- Environmentally friendly and not injurious to health

Notes on use
Easy to apply, even when wearing gloves, thanks to one-handed safety cap. The colour pigments contained are 
easily shaken up, even after a longer storage period. Dust-dry after 10 minutes, completely dry and ready for 
recoating after 24 hours.

Inscription made easy
Thanks to its writing spray head with safety cap, the Allroundmarker special marking spray is perfect for precise 
inscriptions. The 360° valve enables spraying in all positions and directions. An outstanding marking tool for tunnel 
construction, electricians, municipalities, industry and for countless other applications. 

ALLROUND-
MARKER
FLUO 

3 min

Technical data sheet
Allroundmarker
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Item no Description Container     EAN

230790 Ecomarker, white 500 ml

278242 Ecomarker, white* 750 ml

230806 Ecomarker, fluorescent yellow 500 ml

230813 Ecomarker, fluorescent red 500 ml

230820 Ecomarker, fluorescent blue 500 ml

231193 Ecomarker, fluorescent green 500 ml

231209 Ecomarker, fluorescent orange 500 ml

231216 Ecomarker, fluorescent pink 500 ml

* For use with the Speedliner2 marking cart
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Characteristics
- For short-term markings (a few days to a few weeks)
- Easily removed with water
- Does not damage the object being marked (for example lawns)
- Patented one-handed safety cap with lockable spray trigger
- High coverage and economical
- No paint-stained fingers
- Depending on the condition and colour of the substrate, 500 ml can cover up to 260m and 750 ml up to 390 m
- Reliable spraying down to -20°C
- 100% guarantee spray valve empties
- No venting of the marking spray required after use (self-cleaning valve)
- For indoor and outdoor use
- Ingredients not harmful to plants
- Environmentally friendly and not injurious to health

Chalk-based marking
The special chalk-based formula makes the Ecomarker an especially environmentally friendly marking spray. 
Due to ingredients that are not harmful to plants, the marked objects are not damaged. Thanks to being chalk-based, 
the markings are easy to remove with water. After sustained rainfall or heavy mechanical stress, reapplication may be 
necessary.

ECOMARKER
  

3 min
Tip:

Also ideal for social dis-
tancing markings

Technical data sheet
Ecomarker
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Not all lines are created equal

Roads
It always depends where the markings are made. The law is clear on this: Where markings serve to regulate and control 
traffic flows, such markings on the carriageway are traffic signs, and therefore an important element for road safety. Your 
country’s regulations governing road markings should contain all the relevant information. 

Construction sites
On construction sites too, routes are marked, in order to regulate traffic. The safety of people working on construction sites 
is paramount, but the smooth running of the building works must also be guaranteed. Durable, reliable marking sprays offer 
a high degree of flexibility, providing the necessary leeway for individual solutions. The COLORMARK line markers can be 
applied freehand, or with the aid of spraying accessories and marking carts.

Car parks
A well-organised car park leaves a good impression, even if it is not strictly necessary to apply parking markings on your 
own company’s premises. In public spaces, the requirements of road traffic regulations and other relevant bodies must 
also be obeyed.

Workshops/warehouses/open spaces and industrial facilities, 
but also playgrounds and sports grounds
Correct markings not only minimise the risk of accidents, but also increase efficiency, because footpaths and escape 
routes, as well as routes for forklifts, help ensure smooth operational processes. Wherever information has to be conveyed 
quickly, floor markings are essential.

1 or 2 components?
Depending on requirements, you should take into account the following criteria when choosing the correct marking spray:

• Resistance to wear
• Resistance to weather
• Drying time
• Spray width
• Covering power/effectiveness

HOW TO – Tips for marking
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LINEMARKER
Professional marking  
of lines, corners and  
surfaces
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Characteristics
- High-coverage, wear-resistant quality
- Only a light shake required, even after longer storage periods
- High resistance to light and weather
- Wide range of colours available, including correction colours
- Excellent dirt-repelling properties
- Quick drying times
- Clear, precise and clean markings with a minimum of spray mist
- Environmentally friendly and not injurious to health
- Ideal for use with sealing varnish. The seal protects against increased wear where there are high  
 levels of mechanical stress

Item no Description Container EAN

201639 Linemarker 
white

500 ml

201714 Linemarker, 
white

750 ml

201646 Linemarker, 
yellow

500 ml

201721 Linemarker, 
yellow

750 ml

201653 Linemarker, 
red

500 ml

201738 Linemarker, 
red

750 ml

201660 Linemarker, 
orange

500 ml

201745 Linemarker, 
orange

750 ml

201677 Linemarker, 
green

500 ml

201752 Linemarker, 
green

750 ml

201684 Linemarker, 
blue

500 ml

201769 Linemarker, 
blue

750 ml

Item no Description Container   EAN

201691 Linemarker, 
grey

500 ml

201776 Linemarker, 
grey

750 ml

201707 Linemarker, 
black

500 ml

201783 Linemarker, 
black

750 ml

415333 Linemarker, 
traffic yellow

500 ml

346156 Linemarker, 
traffic yellow

750 ml

369582 sealing varnish
transparent

500 ml

Line and surface marking for many different uses
Highly pigmented special paint with high resistance to light and weather. The Linemarker is absolutely perfect for per-
manent marking works in, among other places, workshops, warehouses, open spaces and industrial facilities, but also 
on playgrounds and sports grounds. Wherever good wear resistance and lasting visibility are required.  

LINEMARKER
 

3 min

Tip:
The grey and black marking 
sprays can also be used as 

correction sprays 
on concrete or 

tar.

Technical data sheet
Linemarker paint
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Item no Description Container     EAN

387043 2K Linemarker, white 500 ml

387081 2K Linemarker, traffic yellow 500 ml

387050 2K Linemarker, red 500 ml

387067 2K Linemarker, blue 500 ml

2K Linemarker for professional lines
When painted lines need to meet the highest standards, this highly pigmented special paint with patented 2-com-
ponent technology comes into its own. Due to the chemical drying, chemical cross-linking of the base paint and 
the hardener occurs, which results in hard-wearing surfaces. After drying, the markings are resistant to solvents. 

Characteristics
- High-coverage quality
- Extremely wear-resistant
- Excellent resistance to light and weather
- Resistant to petrol and chemicals
- Excellent dirt-repelling properties
- Clear, precise and clean markings with a minimum of spray mist
- Long can life
- Quick drying times
- Wide range of colours available, including correction colours
- Ideal for use with sealing varnish

For the 2K Linemarker products, a patented, safe to use 2-component technology is used, which satisfies profes-
sional requirements. The hardening agent is contained in a separate cartridge in the can, and is only released once 
activated. The base and hardener are tailored precisely to each other, and are ready for immediate use, without the 
need for a laborious mixing procedure. Mixing is therefore a clean process without risk to health, as there is no con-
tact with the  active ingredients.

Benefits
- Hardener tailored optimally to the product, 
 with no quantities remaining
- Easy to use
- Benefits for occupational safety and 

21

2K LINEMARKER

Technical data sheet
2K Linemarker

Technical data sheet
Sealing varnish
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Speedmarker 2-wheel
Item no 286179

Easy, comfortable marking 
with line guide.
Safe rolling motion thanks to 
hard rubber wheels.

Marking roller
Item no 899836

Perfect for protracted 
marking works, without 
needing to bend

Belt holster
Item no 324772

The belt holster is ideal for car-
rying when you need to keep 
your hands free. Suitable for all 
COLORMARK cans.

Marking pistol
Item no 123030

For working in close range 
to the object being marked

Spraying aids for products with a 
safety cap
- Spotmarker 500 ml
- Ecomarker 500 ml

22

ACCESSORIES
FOR THE PERFECT  
LINE 

Speedmarker short 
Item no 270161

Marking pistol for a distance 
range of 20–50 cm.

Tip:
When using the

spraying aid, the safety
cap must not be

removed.

Speedmarker long
Item no 270178

Perfect for lengthy marking 
works, without needing to 
bend.

Spraying aids for
- Linemarker 500/750 ml
- 2K Linemarker 500 ml
- Ecomarker 750 ml

For comfortable working, even during lengthy marking works, the following sturdy spraying aids are available, in various 
lengths and configurations.
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Marking carts for
- Linemarker 500/750 ml
- 2K Linemarker 500 ml
- Ecomarker 750 ml

For clean, quick and economical line marking indoors and outdoors, our high quality Speedliner² and Speedliner² AIR marking 
carts are available. With both carts, the spray width can be set from between 4 and 12 centimetres, and depending on re-
quirements, you can spray with two cans simultaneously, which increases wear resistance and working speed. What’s more, 
for even more extensive markings, the cart has space for up to four cans of marking spray. And for tricky edge markings on 
walls or pallet spaces, the marking equipment can simply be fixed so that it faces outwards. 

Characteristics
- Sturdy construction and quiet running
- Simultaneous marking with two cans possible
- For 500, 600 and 750 ml cans
- Easy handling
- Spray width setting from 4-12 cm
- Handle can be adapted for  
 left-handed or right-handed users

Marking cart 
Speedliner2   
Item no 262760

Precise line marking with si-
multaneous spraying of two 
COLORMARK spray cans, 
for double working speed.

Marking cart 
Speedliner2 AIR
Item no 290459

The Speedliner2, with pneu-
matic tyres so the cart runs 
even quieter on difficult terrain, 
such as grass or similar.

Marking rail 12 cm, item no 338748
Marking rail 10 cm, item no 338755
Marking rail 7.5 cm, item no 338762

The parts are made of stainless steel, and are magnetically attached to both sides of the cart. They serve as boundary 
lines during marking, enabling you to create particularly clear edges. Available in sets of two.

23

Marking rails

Operating
instructions film
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MOTIP DUPLI GmbH
Kurt-Vogelsang-Strasse 6
74855 Hassmersheim, Germany
Tel: +49 6266 75-444
Fax:  +49 6266 75-381
Email: info@de.motipdupli.com

Printed on 100% 
recycled paper.

MOTIP DUPLI Handels GmbH
Industriestrasse 1/A OG. 09+10
2100 Korneuburg, Austria
Tel:  +43 2262 73-266
Fax:  +43-2262 73-268
Email: info@at.motipdupli.com

MOTIP DUPLI AG
Allmendstrasse 30
8320 Fehraltorf, Switzerland
Tel: +41 44 908 38 40
Fax:  +41 44 / 908 38-50
Email: info@ch.motipdupli.com
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